The pediatric examination table

Perspective, top, side, back, and front views of the proposed PET in the table position
Perspective, top, side, back, and front views of the proposed PET in the chair position
Detail showing the leg piece locked to the base and the connecting tongues of the steps piece in the table position. (side piece not showed)
Detail under the seat with dowels used to lock the seat to the leg piece.
Detail of the seat with the dowels on and the axis connecting it to the leg piece.
All axis have screwed ends. (leg piece not showed)
Same detail as above but in the chair position.
Detail showing seat and leg resting on the base in the chair position.
Dimensional drawings

All dimensions are in millimeters
1. Present the front base (A).
2. Insert the steps’ piece (B) aligned behind the front base (A).
3. Interlock the left side (D) and the right side (C) with the steps’ piece (B).
4. Insert the hexagonal bar (H) through the base (A+B) and the sides (C and D).
5. Present the backrest (E) and insert the main axis through the right side (C), steps’ piece (B), backrest (E), and left side (D).
   Screw the axis’ ends (S).
6. Present the seat (F) and insert the 2nd axis through the backrest (E) and the seat (F).
   Screw the axis’ ends (s).
7. Present the leg piece (G) and insert the 3rd axis through the seat (F) and the leg piece (G).
   Screw the axis’ ends (s).
8. Lock the leg piece (G) on the hexagonal bar (H) and slide in the two dowels (w) into the leg to lock the seat.
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